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Background & Purpose – David Holm 
The North Empire Creek Aorta Mine Project targets improving 
sediment control, channel and culvert flow capacity and water 
quality in North Empire Creek.  North Empire Creek is a tributary 
of Lion Creek, which flows into the West Fork of Clear Creek at 
the Town of Empire Colorado.   
 
The headwaters of Lion Creek and North Empire Creek have 
been mined intensively during the past 100 years.  Examples of 
major mining areas in the headwaters include the Minnesota 
Mining complex and the Conqueror Mines. Restoration efforts are 
planned for 
these 
significantly 
disturbed 
inactive mining 
areas.  This 
project 
addressed the 
need for specific 
drainage 
controls before 
additional 
restoration 
efforts are 
undertaken. 
 
North Empire Creek flows into a 2’ diameter RCP culvert at a 
location that is in close proximity to the collapsed remains of the 
Aorta Adit.  Groundwater seepage from the mine adit area has 
created a feature that closely resembles an iron fen in both form 
and function.  The seepage is nearly neutral in pH and contains 
significant concentrations of iron, but relatively low concentrations 
of toxic heavy metals.  The seepage has created a ‘pseudo iron 
fen’ in the area just outside of the collapsed adit, which appears to 
be a red-iron shelf slightly elevated above the west side of the 
stream channel. True iron fens are created from naturally 
mineralized springs and are quite rare throughout the entire world.  
 
North Empire Creek has very low pH waters that are particularly 
high in zinc.  It is perhaps ‘ironic’ that the seepage from the Aorta 

Photo 1 - Conqueror Mine Waste Pile 
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mine helps to ameliorate the toxicity of the zinc levels in North 
Empire Creek.  
 
The North Empire Creek Aorta Mine Project is, in part, aimed at 
enhancing the passive treatment process resulting from the 
existing mixing of the groundwater from the aorta mine area with 
the flow in North Empire Creek. During base flow conditions the 
mixing ratio is approximately 4:1 creek water to seepage from the 
pseudo fen.  However the pH of the groundwater seepage is 
nearly 3 orders of magnitude (1000x) greater than the creek 
water. The relatively high pH and high iron content of the seep 
water, serves to both neutralize and precipitate metals such as 
zinc from the creek.  The sedimentation pond created as part of 
this project offers a control point for removing metal laden 
sediment from the creek during normal maintenance operations.  
It also provides a convenient location for quantifying the 
measurable results of the project. 
 
This project results include the placement of a precast concrete 
inlet box to control flow into the culvert that diverts North Empire 
Creek for approximately 800 lineal feet beneath the closed 
Empire Landfill.  This inlet box replaces a corrugated metal 
standpipe structure that had tipped and showed signs of 
corrosion.  The new inlet box is capable of maintaining 
functionality, while withstanding major (unprecedented) peak 
runoff events.  Prior to the installation of the inlet box and the 
enlargement of the sedimentation pond, the structural integrity of 
the culvert was investigated via closed circuit video surveillance.
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Water Quality 

Historic water quality data is provided in the following two 

figures. 

 

 
Figure 1 – Below Confluence of West Fork & Clear Creek Mainstem 
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Water quality data for the Aorta Mine/Clear Creek County 

landfill was also included in the 1995 Upper Clear Creek 

Watershed Association Phase I Engineering Report.  See 

table below. 

  

No. Empire 

Creek Aorta   

pH 4.3 5.1 IUs 

copper 0.27 0.46 mg/L 

iron 5 120 mg/L 

manganese 1.3 14 mg/L 

zinc 0.08 0.66 mg/L 

Figure 2 – Water Quality Data, 1995 
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Engineering & Design – Frontier 

Environmental Services, Inc.
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Construction Activities – Frontier 

Environmental Services, Inc. 
Frontier Environmental Services, Inc. completed the inlet work at the 
interface of the Aorta Mine and North Empire Creek on January 13

th
, 

2011.  Site work included removal of the existing culvert cover, tree 
removal, excavation of excess fill material within the footprint of inlet 

workings, placement 
of a new concrete 
inlet box, construction 
of three sediment 
catches, 
reinforcement of the 
overflow channel, and 
site re-grading. 

The existing 
reinforced concrete 
pipe was over-
excavated and the 
bell end cut off to 
accommodate the 
new inlet structure.  
Some of the in place 
boulders were 
removed during 
construction, and later 
replaced around the 
inlet box to reinforce 

the invert embankment and eliminate bank scour during high flows.  
Hundreds of yards of excavated material in the channel was moved 
to the top of the embankment berm, graded, and compacted for 
additional protection to the underlying landfill. 

Channel walls were re-graded and compacted after excavation to 
increase settlement capacity.  The inlet box was set, leveled and 
grouted to the existing culvert invert, and subgrade material was 
removed for approximately twenty five feet upstream of the inlet to 

Photo 2 – Existing Culvert Inlet 
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produce the mixing/settling pond.  The pseudo fen wetland was not 
touched and remains intact with the ability to drain into the settling 
pond and mix with North Empire Creek water before entering the 
inlet box.  A ramp for future cleanout to this pond was also 
constructed, and is initially steep to accommodate years of sediment 
accumulation before 
maintenance is 
necessary. 

Two additional 
sediment catches 
were constructed in 
North Empire Creek 
upstream of the inlet 
pond.  The primary 
(highest upstream) is 
heavily armored with 
large rip rap and a 
large central boulder 
for velocity reduction.  
The secondary pond 
is designed for ease 
of access for 
sediment cleanout, 
and has rock in laid in 
the spillway for 
reinforcement. 

Finally, the ramp into 
the settling basin was 
reworked and the 
overflow channel 
berm increased to 
capture and transmit 
high flows around the capped landfill. 

 

Photo 3 – Inlet Sediment Pond 
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